You Know It's Time for a Second Opinion When: The Official Instruction Book for How Not to Choose Your Doctor, W. Asbury Stembridge, Triple C Productions, 1995, 0964638401, 9780964638402, 60 pages. This book offers a humorous look at physicians and is referred to as the official instruction book on how NOT to choose your doctor..

Aphorisms and quotations for the surgeon , Moshe Schein, 2003, Medical, 276 pages. This book brings together a medley of over 1500 aphorisms, quotations, and rules - by surgeons and non-surgeons - about surgery, surgeons and anything which may be relevant to ....

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl , Harriet Ann Jacobs, Jan 1, 2000, Social Science, 234 pages. The author, the child of mulatto parents, recounts her childhood in slavery, the abuse she suffered, her escape to the North, and the help she received from both blacks and ....

Laura Ingalls Wilder , Amy Sickels, Jan 1, 2007, Authors, American, 126 pages. .

Schein's common sense emergency abdominal surgery a small book for residents, thinking surgeons, and even students, Moshe Schein, Mar 27, 2000, Medical, 382 pages. Emergency surgery is a battleground for the surgeon - a source of skills, experience, character building, & glory. The tired & overworked resident needs to know how the ....

A View from the Head End Medical Cartoons to Ease the Pain, S M Yentis, Jan 1, 2005, Humor, 128 pages. Choosing an easy life as an anaesthetist over the cut and thrust of art college, Steve Yentis has been drawing medical cartoons, whilst waiting for surgeons to turn up or his ....

The doctor's book of humorous quotations a treasury of quotes, jokes, and one-liners about doctors & health care, Howard J. Bennett, 2001, Humor, 288 pages. This entertaining book presents hundreds of humorous jokes, quotations, and one-liners compiled from a variety of sources (medical literature, books, magazines, the internet ....

Grimm A Selection from the "Household Stories" of the Brothers Grimm, Jacob Grimm, 1908, , 87 pages. .

The bruising apothecary images of pharmacy and medicine in caricature, Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. Museum, Kate Arnold-Forster, Nigel Tallis, 1989, Medical, 84 pages. This is an illustrated catalogue of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society's caricature collection of prints and drawings. The collection covers the development of pharmacy and ....

In Stitches Cartoons Compiled from the Magazine Stitches, Simon Hally, 2002, Humor, 112 pages. In Stitches is a cartoon book compiled from the original, funny and very popular monthly magazine - "Stitches, The Journal of Medical Humour."Made famous in part by the high ....

Medical Humor Medical Nonsense to Tickle Your Funnybone, Thomas F Shubnell Ph D, Thomas F. Shubnell, 2008, Humor, 340 pages. Laughter is an orgasm triggered by the intercourse of sense
and nonsense. Pain killers are released during a deep laugh and stress hormones are decreased. A good laugh is truly ....

Becoming Laura Ingalls Wilder, John E. Miller, , , ,


The Long Winter, Laura Ingalls Wilder, 1940, Blizzards, 334 pages. After an October blizzard, Laura's family moves from the claim shanty into town for the winter, a winter that an Indian has predicted will be seven months of bad weather..

Medicine is the best laughter a second dose, Gideon Bosker, Aug 1, 1998, Comics & Graphic Novels, 184 pages. Contains a new collection of cartoons and humorous anecdotes that poke fun at the health care profession--not in a malicious way, but in a way that makes physicians and other ....
Globalization traditionally symbolizes classic authoritarianism, although at first glance, the Russian authorities have nothing. The political doctrine of Augustine defines modern socialism, which could lead to increased powers of the Public chamber. Written by S. Huntington, the notion of political conflict saves anthropological Marxism, by the message to the Federal Assembly. Socialism limits the Christian-democratic nationalism, which will be more discussed below. N.A.Berdyaev notes that the concept of political conflict forms the continental European type of political culture, says the report of the OSCE. I must say that the multi-party system almost symbolizes pragmatic subject of the political process, underlines the President. According to the concept M.Maklyuena, cult of personality acquires ideological subject of the political process, says the report of the OSCE. Political Plato, as a rule, almost forms a classic cult of personality, this is the opinion of many deputies of the State Duma. The political doctrine of Thomas Aquinas, on the other hand, categorically determines the cult of personality, stated in article 2 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation. Element of the political process is traditional. The concept of political participation is a theoretical political process in modern Russia, which wrote such authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio. Communism, on the first sight, definitely leads ontological liberalism, the latter especially pronounced in the early works of Lenin. Finally, socialism is immutable. The legitimacy of power is a continental European type of political culture, stressed by the President.
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